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Abstract

In this article, we discuss and give examples of how word-form frequency information derived from existing corpora statistics can be used to improve dictionary content. The frequency information is used in combination with rule-based morphological data based on derivational and inflectional information from the Swedish Morphological Database compiled at the University of Gothenburg, and the lexical database owned by the Swedish Academy. The method currently used in the ongoing project for updating the monolingual Contemporary Dictionary of the Swedish Academy is described, and some examples of dictionary entries identified as candidates for update based on frequency measures are given. Different aspects of morphological dictionary content are discussed and highlighted by comparison between the above-mentioned definition dictionary and a learner’s dictionary. The role of headword or lemma as well as cross-referencing methods in a digital dictionary as compared to a printed dictionary is also discussed. Finally, a few examples of suggested modifications and enhancements are given.
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1. Introduction

In this article, we discuss how dictionary content can be improved by (re)using morphological information and enhancing it with corpus frequency information. Two contemporary Swedish monolingual dictionaries are used to illustrate how this method can be used to enhance dictionary content.

Morphological frequency matters have been much discussed from various perspectives, for example from the point of view of learning and producing word forms (e.g. Bybee, 1995; Hay, 2001; Dąbrowska, 2008). Hay (2001) specifically targets the question of absolute vs. relative word-form frequency, and particularly the relation between the so-called base form and a derived word form, showing that relative frequency seems to be even more important than absolute frequency when it comes to morphological decomposition.

In lexicography, morphology is instead traditionally often discussed in terms of the amount, compactness, and type of inflectional and derivational information to be presented in dictionaries (e.g. Heuberger, 2018; Svensén, 2009: 124ff.), reflecting the fact that presenting morphological information often constitutes a central component in dictionary entries. Inflectional information serves receptive functions, e.g. for finding
the lemma form and, importantly, productive functions, e.g. for finding inflected forms based on a lemma form. Finally, the morphological form of the headword is a topic discussed in the lexicographic literature, because it is often important to distinguish between the “base” form and other forms of a lemma. For example, some plural nouns like arms ‘weapons’ have a distinct meaning and may need to be presented as distinct headwords from their singular counterparts (see Atkins & Rundell, 2008: 325).

Whereas frequency-based lemma selection has indeed been discussed (e.g. Trap-Jensen et al., 2012), the distribution of individual word forms (inflectional and derivational forms) in terms of their relative frequencies has not been much considered in the lexicographic field. For that reason, our aim is, as mentioned above, to fill this gap by presenting a study of word forms in a morphological database, which we will evaluate with respect to two dictionaries.

2. The dictionaries

We limit our study to two major dictionaries of contemporary Swedish, aimed at two different user categories.

The first one is the monolingual ‘Contemporary Dictionary of the Swedish Academy’ (Svensk ordbok utgiven av Svenska Akademien, abbreviated SO), which is a definition dictionary primarily aimed at native speakers and advanced learners of Swedish. It is mainly a reception dictionary, but it is also production-oriented (Sköldberg, 2017: 123). SO is an edited extract of a much larger database compiled at the University of Gothenburg. The printed version of SO was published in 2009, the corresponding mobile app in 2015 and, finally, a freely available on-line web version was released in 2017. The tools used in this study have been developed as part of the revision process aiming at publishing a new up-to-date online version of SO.

The second dictionary used in our study is the present on-line version of Lexin, which is primarily a learner’s dictionary (see the Lexin introduction). Lexin consists of a monolingual Swedish core, compiled at the University of Gothenburg on behalf of the Language Council of Sweden, which is translated into a number of immigrant languages. Older versions of Lexin have been published as both monolingual and bilingual printed dictionaries.

2.1 Morphology and headword policy in the dictionaries

Both SO and Lexin provide morphological information next to the headword. For example, the verb köpa ‘buy’ is paired with the following inflectional information:

SO: köpa köpte köpt, pres. köper

Lexin: köper att köpa, köpte, har köpt, är köpt, köp!
In SO, the inflectional paradigm of köpa is represented by the infinitival headword, the preterite and supine forms, and finally the present form of the verb. In addition, SO provides derivational information further down in the dictionary entry in the shape of two nominalizations, köpande ‘buying’ and köp ‘purchase’. The learner’s dictionary Lexin presents the headword, and then comes the infinitive (preceded by the infinitive marker att), the preterite, the supine (preceded by the perfect auxiliary in the present tense, har), the perfect participle (preceded by the passive auxiliary in the present tense, är), and finally the imperative form followed by an exclamation mark.

Svensén (2009) presents a list of “the grammatical forms most used as lemma forms”, remarking that nouns are presented in the nominative singular form, verbs in the active infinitive, etc., provided that the structure of the language allows it. In the light of this, it could be noted that Lexin stands out in presenting the present form of verbs as the headword, in this case köper. This is not motivated by frequency\(^1\) but by the assumption that the present form is the better basis for deriving the other forms of the verb (Gellerstam, 1999: 7f.). While on the subject, it could be pointed out that dictionaries for many other languages (e.g. Arabic and, as noted by Svensén, Latin) do not necessarily use the infinitive form as headword. Also, although the infinite has been the conventional lemma form for verb entries in Swedish dictionaries for approximately two hundred years, the present tense was commonly used in older dictionaries (e.g. Spegel, 1712, and Schenberg, 1739; see Hannesdóttir 1998: 148, 202). In older dictionaries in general, the choice of headword sometimes looks quite arbitrary to modern eyes for other word classes, too. Adjectives, for example, which take the suffix -t in the neuter singular form in Swedish, are frequently presented in this headword form in older dictionaries (e.g. Schenberg, 1739).

Dictionary entries in SO and Lexin commonly include special cross-referential headword forms, such as irregular verb forms like gick ‘went’ pointing to the base form gå ‘go’ (or the present går ‘goes’ in Lexin). Being electronic, both dictionaries should handle headword identification (Lew, 2012) automatically in these cases, either as redirections or links. This is the case for Lexin and the app version of SO, but regrettably these referential lemmas have at the time of writing gone missing in the web version of SO. This can be taken as a reminder of the fact that digitalization has not only upsides but also downsides; even a thorough proof-reading and testing phase on one or a few platforms cannot guarantee full functionality on all existing and upcoming environments, and it is seldom in the hands of the editors to decide about, and stipulate conditions for, the availability of the dictionary on new devices.

Another instance of morphological consideration affecting the choice of headword form for the dictionary entry is cases where the canonical lemma form is hardly ever, or
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\(^1\) Our frequency investigations also show that the infinitive and the present-tense forms are almost equally frequent for most verbs in our corpora, so frequency considerations can hardly be called on to favour one form over another as headword.
never, used. An example in English is the plural lemma form of nouns such as *scissors* (cf. Svensén, 2009: 105f.). A counterpart in SO is the active preterite auxiliary verb *torde* ‘is probably, should’ used as headword (this form is not included in Lexin).

Luckily, in digital dictionaries the choice of headword form for a lexical entry is typically not an either/or choice. As mentioned, by means of clickable links or redirection the user can often reach the desired entry regardless of which word form is entered in the search box. Still, one has to take caution not to give the user the impression he or she made some kind of mistake causing redirection. It has been reported by second language teachers that Lexin users sometimes believe a redirection was caused by misspelling, when the redirection was in fact caused by a void in the dictionary. Also, behind the scenes, in the database, it is strongly advised to attach inflection information in a standardized manner to a standard base form even if that form is not the one used to head the entry as shown to the public.

### 3. Problems

In Section 2 above we reviewed some cases of well-known morphologically induced problems a lexicographer needs to address, such as words for which the expected base form of a lemma is out of use, or almost out of use, and the case of verbs with irregular inflection which creates a need for several “entry points”. In this section we address a couple of more intricate problems, for example how to deal with cases where a “base” headword form is indeed used but another word form is much more frequent and may have a slightly different meaning.

#### 3.1 Word forms with a slightly different meaning than the base form

Sometimes the frequency distribution differs between word senses. Looking at, say, the plural form *blommor* ‘flowers’, we find that this form is much more frequent in several corpora than the singular form *blomma* ‘flower’, which is the headword form in SO and Lexin. Now, this does not necessarily mean that the plural *blommor* should be considered as a headword, not even for cross-referencing. Instead, the fact that the plural form is much more frequent than the singular form should make the lexicographer attend to the structure and content of the dictionary article. In this case, it is quite clear from corpus inspection that the plural form in most cases refers to flowers in the sense ‘flower plants’ (i.e. including stems and leaves) while the core sense, which is far less common in everyday language, has a more regular distribution of word-form frequencies. This structure is reflected in the article structure in Lexin, where the ‘plant’ meaning is given as the first sense. However, in SO, the first sense given for *blomma* only refers to the often brightly-coloured reproductive part of a plant. This is probably motivated by etymology (the ‘brightly-coloured flower’ is older than the ‘flower plant’), as well as by a tradition of trying to identify and present the core meaning of a word. What makes a plant a flower (in the second sense) is having flowers (in the first sense).
Another example of sense shifting with word form is the Swedish word *pengar* ‘money’, which morphologically is a regularly formed plural of the word *peng*, ‘coin’. The learner’s dictionary Lexin has two separate entries, one for *pengar* and one for *peng*. The latter entry lists *pengar* as the plural, i.e. ‘coins’, without any reference to the alternative meaning of this word form. SO only gives the entry *peng*, together with the core definition ‘coin or note’, and the usage information ‘mostly plural’. The meaning ‘money’ is given as a sub-sense of the core meaning.

### 3.2 Frequency of inflected forms varying with orthography of the headword

A much debated issue in Swedish from a language-planning perspective is the use of English spelling. In particular, the English plural suffix -s is counteracted by the normative ‘Swedish Academy Glossary’ (*Svenska Akademien ordforskningsarbetsgruppen*, abbreviated SAOL). This approach can also be found in the current edition of SO. For example, the headword *skanner* ‘scanner’, spelled with *k*, is provided together with the recommended indefinite plural form *skannrar* ‘scanners’. SO also gives the *c*-spelling variant, *scanner*, as an alternative, and the recommended plural form *scannrar*. The -s plurals *skanners*/*scanners* are given as optional plural forms. Focusing on the relation between the variant spelling and the two plural forms -rar and -s, the frequency tool shows that the distribution of plural suffixes is far from even between the variant spellings. It seems that people using the more “Swedish-looking” *k*-spelling *skanner* also use the Swedish plural suffix -rar, whereas the (more frequent) spelling *scanner* tends to be combined with the -s plural suffix. This is not reflected in the article in SO. (Note that in Lexin, the plural -s suffix is not included as a plural variant.)

### 3.3 Very frequent derivations

Lexicographers’ decisions about which items to be included as lexical items with individual main entries and which ones to be registered as derivatives are often unclear (Battenburg, 1992: 69). Using a frequency test can provide some interesting results.

Creating nominalizations is a conventional way of deriving Swedish verbs. Adding -ande to an arbitrary Swedish verb theoretically yields both nominalizations and present participles (the latter are usually adjectival or verbal). For example, from the verb *springa* ‘run’, one can derive *springande*, which means both ‘running’ and ‘the act of running’. In SO, -ande forms are often included as words forms in the verb entries, to indicate nouns carrying the semantics of the verbal headword. However, the adjectival (participial) -ande forms are often missing in the dictionary even though the adjectival use of the word might be much more common than the nominal use. These “missing adjectives” can be found using frequency information, by examining words which have a high frequency of the -ande form compared to the frequency of the infinite headword
form. One example is the “nominalization” _ambulerande_ ‘moving from place to place’ in relation to the verb headword _ambulera_ ‘move from place to place’. Looking at this word more in detail using the corpus tool Korp (Borin et al., 2012), it can be noted that the -ande form is primarily an adjectival form used as a modifier in noun phrases like _ambulerande tjänsteman_ ‘travelling administrator’, _ambulerande tivoli_ ‘travelling amusement park’, etc.; see Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Korp corpus concordance search for _ambulerande_

Comparing with the learner’s dictionary Lexin, it could be noted that only the verb form _ambulera_ is included, although this form is infrequent in use.

3.4 Word forms in phrases which special syntactic functions

In SO, adjectives are typically illustrated as modifiers in noun phrases and as subject complements. For example, an adjective like _gul_ ‘yellow’ is illustrated with examples such as _torrt gult gräs_ ‘dry yellow grass’ and the subject-complement clause _bladen var gula redan i slutet av september_ ‘the leaves were yellow already at the end of September’. Adjectives that are mostly used serving other syntactic functions are usually marked e.g. ‘typically used adverbially’, while adjectives frequently used both as attributes and
as adverbs are described using syntactic examples of both use cases, with a parenthesis, “(adv.)”, added to the latter.

When comparing the frequency of the headword form of the adjective with the form used in adverbials, normally a form ending in -t (roughly corresponding to English -ly), the headword form is typically more frequent than the t-form (see an illustration based on our material in figure 2 below). But for some adjectives, the t-form is much more frequent than the “base” form. Examples include **undantagslös** ‘without exception’ (lit. exceptionless), a form used only three times in our corpus, compared to 291 times for the t-form **undantagslöst**, and the more frequent **avsevärd** ‘considerable’, which is used 1,220 times in our corpus, compared to 7,018 for the t-form.

Figure 2: Frequency distribution for common adjectives and a homographic example

3.5 Word forms in multi-word expressions

Sometimes an unusual frequency distribution for the word forms of a lemma is a signal indicating that the word is primarily used in collocations. In SO, such words often lack

---

2 On the worksheet illustration, the upper part shows the SQL queries (see Section 4) which provide the frequency information provided below the queries. Row 16 includes information about the headword forms (tag: AQPUSNI), and row 18 gives information about the -t forms (tag: AQPNSNI). The left side of the figure provides frequency information about a large class of adjectives in the morphological database, whereas the right side includes information about a single adjective, in this case the adjective **svensk** ‘Swedish’. Figures in bold refer to the percentages of the word forms.
a definition and are introduced by the formula “I frasen ...” (‘in the phrase ...’). An example is the word *aftonkvisten* (lit. *the branch of evening*), which is principally only used in the definite singular in the prepositional phrase *på aftonkvisten* ‘between afternoon and evening’ (lit. *on the branch of evening*). An examination of word-form frequencies confirms this.

Another example is the lemma noun *sort* ‘kind’, where the genitive singular form, *sorts*, is almost 600% more frequent than the nominative headword form (the singular nominative is normally much more frequent than the singular genitive). A concordance study reveals that a great number of the genitive forms make up the very frequent classifying construction *en sorts* + NOUN, as in *en sorts frukt* ‘a kind of fruit’ (lit. *a kind GEN fruit*). The fact that the genitive form is included in a collocation and the fact that only the genitive form is allowed in this collocation is not really clear, neither in SO, nor in Lexin.

### 4. The morphological corpus frequency tool

The morphological frequency tool stores information on word forms and frequencies for a number of corpora in a format which is easily combined with dictionary information on headwords, inflection groups, and inflected forms. The frequency information is retrieved from the *Korp* corpus tool and “de-lemmatized”, i.e. stripped of lemma information before being stored in a relational database which can be accessed using standard tools like MySQL Workbench. The frequency information is used in combination with rule-based morphological data based on derivational and inflectional information from Svensk Morfologisk Databas (‘The Swedish Morphological Database’, Berg & Cederholm, 2001) compiled at the University of Gothenburg and the lexical database owned by the Swedish Academy.

Part of the information is integrated in the editorial interface, for the convenience of the editors, while such tasks as retrieving lists of candidates for closer examination are carried out with the help of stored procedures.

A stored procedure in a relational database management system serves as a means to store a group of SQL statements with an assigned name, which can be called using parameters. We use stored procedures to create and examine word-form distribution tables based on joining the inflectional information from the dictionary database with frequency data from the corpus frequency database. For each word in the dictionary database the editor can enter a code indicating the inflectional paradigm (see subSection 4.1). Entering or changing the code generates a “blow-up” of all word forms with associated tags – up to over 20 forms for some verbs, including derived participles – which are stored in a table. This table, at the moment holding information on approximately 1,800,000 word forms, is immediately available for joining with corpus-frequency information for presentation in the editor interface, and it provides up-to-date information for the stored procedures. The inflectional paradigm code system and
associated tags and rules for word-form generation are a development of the system used for Svensk Morfologisk Databas.

4.1 Editorial interface

Each word in the dictionary is classified as belonging to an inflectional group, and in the process of this classification the editor is presented with frequency information for the actual word forms, which can be compared to some basic metrics indicating normal frequency distribution.

The example in Figure 3 shows how the word forms generated by the inflectional code 11a, when applied to the noun blomma (‘flower’), are presented to the editor together with frequency information from the corpus FLASHBSAMH (a popular internet discussion group). These figures can be compared to the hint below the form-frequency table regarding ‘normal’ distribution for singular and plural forms (roughly 75% and 25%, respectively) and definite and indefinite forms (the definite forms being much less frequent).
The existence of homographic word forms can obscure this kind of comparison, so the rightmost column shows the number of homographic word forms for each form. In this case there is indeed a homograph to the singular indefinite form, the verb *blomma* (‘to bloom’), which means the singular noun form *blomma* (‘flower’) is in fact even less frequent than shown in the table.

While editing a dictionary entry, the editor has an integrated view of 1) the updated entry, 2) the published version of SO, 3) the word forms given in the latest version of the Swedish Academy Glossary, and 4) an overview of word form frequencies for a number of corpora of contemporary Swedish. See Figure 4:

Figure 4: Editors’ view of entry being edited, published dictionary entry, and word form frequencies in different corpora

The frequency-distribution view can also be used to check the relative frequency of different spellings. Cf. for example the word *kafé/café* (‘café’) in SO, which is more often spelled *café* in our corpus of contemporary Swedish (Figure 5). The former spelling variant *café* has now been upgraded to headword status, while the former headword, *kafé*, is considered a spelling variant.
4.2 Back-office SQL tool

The ‘back-office’ SQL query tool provides access to stored procedures which are used for comparing word form distribution in selected corpora. These procedures are used for identifying words the presentation of which might need to be reviewed and updated based on the actual use. For example, the syntactic examples given in the dictionary should reflect the actual use.

A call to a stored procedure can look like this:

```
CALL jmf_frek ('BLOGGMIX2015_frek', 'NCUSNI','NCUPNI',500,500)
```

Here, `BLOGGMIX2015_frek` is the corpus used to extract word-form frequencies, `NCUSNI` and `NCUPNI` are the word-form tags to be compared (in this case *indefinite*...
singular vs. indefinite plural for neuter nouns) and the last two figures set the threshold for words to be considered, the minimum frequency for each of the two word forms.

This call returns a table of words ordered by the relative percentage of the frequencies of the two word forms in the corpus (Figure 6). In this case, the top row holds the pair minut/minuter (‘minute/minutes’) with 1,017 occurrences of the singular indefinite vs. 7,648 occurrences of the plural indefinite, giving a relative percentage of 752%. The last row holds the pair man/män (‘man/men’) with a relative frequency of 1.5%. A quick check shows that the singular form man is homographic with other very frequent words (e.g. the generic pronoun man ‘one’), which means our frequency information is not useful as a source of information regarding this word. The second last row displays mamma/mammor (‘mum/mums’), having a relative frequency of 6.25% for the plural.

![Figure 6: Stored procedure for comparing word forms.](image)

The words in the top and bottom of the table stand out, and this could be important information for the dictionary user. For the word minut, the comment ‘mostly in the plural form’ could be added in the entry, and cases where the singular form is used might need to be analysed. Do examples like ‘Give me a minute!’ and ‘it took him 15
minutes’ fit under the same definition? For the word *mamma*, the overwhelming use of the singular indefinite bare form in this corpus is probably an indication of this word form often functioning as a name rather than an ordinary noun. *Mamma var här i går* (‘mother was here yesterday’) does not mean that an indefinite or a generic mother was here.

SQL queries are used for establishing the “normal” distribution of word-form frequencies for each word class, eventually resulting in informational hints to the editors in the editorial interface (Figure 3 above). Finding the normal distribution is done by excluding homographic word forms from accumulated queries and the result is validated through comparison with the frequency information for some typical words (Figure 2 above).

5. Suggestions and discussion

Here, we provide examples of “candidates for change” found using our morphological frequency tool and typical considerations that arise when studying actual words and how they are presented in the dictionaries.

5.1 Word forms with a slightly different meaning than the base form: 
Revise article structure or content?
When the word *blomma* ‘flower’ was identified as having a non-standard distribution of word form frequencies we reviewed the examples given in the dictionary entries in SO and Lexin. In both dictionaries the very common phrase *plocka blommor* (‘pick flowers’) is given as an example for the first sense of the word, which was surprising as the dictionaries have ordered the senses differently. The outcome was a decision to move not only this, but several syntactic examples from the first ‘colourful reproductive part of a plant’ to the second, ‘plant with flowers’ sense in the coming edition of SO.

5.2 Frequency of inflected forms varying with orthography of the headword: Change lemma form?
As for the word *skanner/scanner* with optional plurals -rar/-s discussed in Section 3.2, the more frequent form *scanner* will be the headword in the coming, updated version of SO. Our investigation suggests the plural *scanners* should be given as the preferred plural form for *scanner*, while *skannrar* would be the preferred plural for *skanner*, but the formal decision still has to be made.

5.3 Very frequent derivations
As for the word *ambulerande*, the present participle and *nomen actionis* of the verb *ambulera*, discussed in Section 3.3, there is already a note “(ofta pres. part.)”, ‘often (used as) present participle’ in the existing dictionary entry (see Figure 7). We also suggest adding a syntactic example illustrating this usage, as we cannot expect all
dictionary users to be familiar with the implications of the grammatical note.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ambulera</th>
<th>verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ambulerade ambulerat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTTAL: ambule´ra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- (ofta pres. part.) ständigt växla plats för sin verksamhet särskilt vid verksamhet som normalt är stationär

**KONSTRUKTION:** ambulera (mellan några) 
ambulera (någonstans)

**EXEMPEL:**
som hemspråklärare ambulerade hon mellan tio olika skolor

**HIST.:** belagt sedan 1768; av latinska *ambula´re* ’gå omkring’, jfr ursprung till *`somnambul*

**DET ATT** ambulera: ett ambulerande

Figure 7: The verb *ambulera* lacking an example for the pres. participle *ambulerande*

### 5.4 Word forms in phrases which special syntactic functions

Our investigation suggests that an explicit grammatical note regarding the (almost exclusively) adverbial usage of the word *undantagslös* should be added to the dictionary, in conformance with how other similarly behaving words are presented.

### 5.5 Word form signalling multi-word expression

Certain words, regularly restricted to particular inflections, are almost exclusively associated with special constructions, for example the plural-only noun *dödagar* (lit. *dying-days*) in the prepositional phrase *till dödagar* ‘to my dying day/to the end of time’ or the fossilized indefinite singular *korvspad* ‘sausage stock’ in the adjective phrase *klart som korvspad* ‘plain as a pikestaff’ (see Sköldberg, 2007; Sköldberg, 2008). For these words it is, of course, essential that the special constructions they are associated with appear in the dictionary entry. Other words might occur frequently in an inflected form in common collocations that could be identified by corpora searches initiated based on word form frequency distribution anomalies. As yet, we have not had the time to do such systematic corpora searches.
5.6 Final discussion

The tools described in this paper have only been available to us for a limited time and we are still in a process of learning how to best take advantage of the new possibilities at hand. Moreover, limited personnel resources have not allowed for a thorough investigation of all words with an exceptional frequency distribution of word forms, but already looking at a few of these words has proved to us that the word-form relative frequency information gives a valuable additional aspect of knowledge to the lexicographer, providing a means to add quality to dictionary entries.

Providing an optimal toolbox for lexicographers, and giving the right amount of useful information at the right time, is a challenging task. Overloading the editorial interface with too much information can be perceived as a hindrance to the creative work of writing, but no-one is happy with getting important information too late in the process, when already having moved on mentally to the next task. The process of reviewing and enhancing dictionary content, and the tools provided for supporting this process, must therefore ideally be developed in close co-operation between system developers and editors.
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